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DAY TEN 

YOUR INTENTION 

I invite you to continue re-write your sacred intention for this course. 
Keep it in your mind and on your heart as you bring it to life.  

STAYING UNSTUCK 

How do you know when you are starting to feel really stuck or stagnant in your 
life or business? What signs and indications are there that help you know things 
are going in that direction?  
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As we bring awareness to our patterns and tendencies we can catch ourselves 
much sooner when we are beginning to spiral into the energy of stagnation. What 
might have kept us stuck for months in the past will one day only keep us stuck 
for days…and then only hours…and then one day…it will never have the power 
to keep us stuck again.  

What are some of the most common excuses you use to keep yourself stuck? 

Here are some of the excuses I have used most over the past few years:   

“I don’t have time. I’m overwhelmed. I haven’t had enough sleep. My baby boy 
keeps waking me up. I don’t know what to do next.  It’s too hard. I’m not feeling 
inspired. I’m not smart enough. I’m not good enough. I’m too busy. I’m too tired. 
I’ll start tomorrow.”  

What strategies have worked for you in the past when it comes to getting unstuck 
and creating flow and movement again in life or business? 
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Here are some of the things that have worked well for me: 

Spending time in nature. Reaching out to a friend. Writing about it. Meditation 
and prayer. Going to a healer. Taking Flower and Angel Essences. (My favourite 
ones are the Earth Angel Essences by Angel’s Voice). Using Essential Oils and 
Smudge. Exercising. Radical Self-Care and Nourishment. Taking a Vacation! 
Playing with my little boy. Re-connecting to my WHY. Re-connecting to my vision 
and my dreams. Creating a new vision board or why board. Creating new 
affirmations. Buying fresh flowers. Having a bubble bath. Having a massage.  

TIPS FOR STAYING UNSTUCK 

1. Inspired Action:  Do one thing to move in the direction of your dreams
every single day…even if it’s simply a prayer or affirmation, taking time to
nourish yourself or spending time dreaming and focusing on what you desire.
You want to get into that energy as much as possible and then take inspired
action steps in that direction. It’s not enough to just dream, dreams need to
meet action and then you are on your way.

2. Continue to Up Level Your Thinking:  You are a powerful creator and
your thoughts create your reality.  Your thinking will either help you stay stuck,
or help you move forward, it’s your choice.  If you desire to be free, continue
to become the mindful observer of your thoughts and instead of judging
yourself for them just give gratitude for the thoughts that come up, hear them,
feel them and then make a choice about what thoughts you’d like to dwell on
and give time and attention to.

3. Surround Yourself by Support and Invest in Yourself:  I am constantly
investing in myself, spending time with colleagues in a mastermind
partnership, connecting with other heart-led women entrepreneurs and
staying in communication every day.  It propels me forward in the most
beautiful and powerful ways. This is one factor that has been critical to my
success as an entrepreneur. When you surround yourself by high vibration
entrepreneurs and mentors it is so much easier to find the courage and
strength to get out of your comfort zone and go all in for your dreams.

http://angelsvoice.ca/product-category/flower-essence-remedies/
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SACRED CONTRACT 

Your final challenge for today.  

Do some writing about the realizations and inspirations that have come to you 
in the past 10 days and make a sacred contract with yourself regarding one of 
your dreams.  If there is any area in your life where you have been holding 
back or not going all in, today is the day to make a decision about that.  Write 
down what you want to accomplish and when you want to accomplish it by, 
share it with the group or with another person close to you and every day take 
one step in that direction, no matter how small it is. You can do it!!    
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AND SO IT BEGINS…. 

This concludes the basic material and content for A Course in Abundance! 

Now the work really begins. The work of implementing this into your every day 
life. The work of remembering it and holding it in your heart as you move forward 
with courage and inspiration, as you continue to open to abundance and 
welcome infinite prosperity and wealth into your life.  

I believe in you and I know you can do it! 

FREE BONUSES 

As a gift of love and gratitude to you, I have some special free bonuses that will 
be coming your way over the next few weeks. I am SO excited to share them 
with you. They will add even more value to this course as I share literally dozens 
of other techniques and tips with you to support you in aligning with abundance 
and creating the financial freedom that you are longing for.  

Keep an eye on your email box and if you have any questions at all, as always, I 
invite you to come on over to our beautiful group – Fiercely Courageous 
Entrepreneur and use the hashtag #ACourseinAbundance or tag me, Celeste 
Frenette, and I would be absolutely thrilled to support you and answer any and all 
questions that you have.  

If you feel you’d like to work together one-on-one, new spaces open up in my 
private coaching program every few months and I would be honoured to connect 
to explore your needs and see how I can help further. Reach out to me anytime.  

Holding you always in the light of abundance. 

Love, 

Celeste  

http://www.facebook.com/groups/fiercelycourageous
http://www.facebook.com/groups/fiercelycourageous

